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Abstract 
A k-tree is a graph that can be reduced to the k-complete graph by sequentially removing k-degree 
vertices with completely connected neighbors. Partial k-trees are graphs embeddable in a k-tree with 
the same vertex set. In this paper we develop efficient algorithms for several path distance 
optimization problems on partial k-trees, and k-cable distance optimization problems on k-trees. 
Specifically, we develop a linear time algorithm to find shortest simple paths from a given vertex to 
all other vertices in a partial k-tree, we compute the diameter of a partial k-tree with equal edge 
lengths in linear time, and we construct an 0(nki2 ) algorithm to solve the simple plant location 
problem in an n-vertex partial k-tree. Then, we analyze some cable distance optimization problems 
in k-trees. We derive some properties of cable distance in k-trees and we present a new characteriza- 
tion of a k-path in k-trees. Finally, we develop algorithms to solve a certain k-cable decomposition 
problem in k-trees in O(n’) time and to compute the k-cable diameter of a k-tree with equal edge 
lengths in linear time. 
1. Introduction 
A k-tree is a constructed from a k-complete graph by recursively adding a new 
vertex which is adjacent to all vertices of an existing k-complete subgraph. The many 
applications of partial k-trees, which are graphs that are embeddable in a k-tree with 
the same vertex set, have motivated their study from both an algorithmic and 
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a theoretical point of view, see, for example Farley [Xl, Farley and Proskurowski [ 111, 
Neufeldt and Colbourn [ 181, Wald and Colbourn [22], Colbourn and Proskurowski 
[7] and Arnborg [l]. 
The recursive definition of k-trees implies that they have the perfect elimination 
order property. That is, for a k-tree graph G = (V, E) with 1 V/I = n there exists an 
ordering of the vertex set V say ~‘i, v2, . . . , v,, such that in the vertex induced subgraph 
G(V/IU{Vj:j= l,..., i - l}) of G, i 2 1, vi and its adjacent nodes therein form 
a clique. Thus, the collection of k-tree graphs is a subset of the class of chordal graphs 
(Golumbic [13]). Also, k-trees are known to have the following separation property 
(Rose [21]): every minimal separator of a k-tree consists of k-completely connected 
vertices. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review some graph theoretic 
definitions and some basic results on k-trees and partial k-trees. Then, we use the 
perfect elimination order and the tree decomposition of partial k-trees (defined below) 
to develop, for a fixed k, efficient algorithms for several path optimization problems 
on partial k-trees. Specifically, we construct in Section 3 an elimination ordering of the 
vertex set of a partial k-tree, which is similar to the perfect elimination order on 
k-trees, and use it to develop a linear time algorithm that finds shortest simple paths 
from a given vertex to all other vertices in a weighted partial k-tree. A similar 
approach is used to compute the diameter of a partial k-tree with equal edge lengths in 
linear time, and to construct an 0(nk+2 ) time algorithm for solving the simple plant 
location (SPL) problem in weighted partial k-tree graphs. The latter algorithm 
generalizes Hassin and Tamir’s Cl.51 O(n4) time algorithm for solving the SPL 
problem on series parallel graphs (i.e., partial two-trees). In Section 4 we analyse some 
cable distance optimization problems on k-trees. We derive some properties of k-cable 
distances in k-trees and we present a new characterization of a k-path in k-trees. We 
derive some properties of k-cable distances in k-trees and we present a new character- 
ization of a k-path in k-trees. We further develop an 0(n2) algorithm which decom- 
poses the vertex set of a k-tree to a minimum number of components so that for any 
two vertices in any one of the components, the k-cable distance is bounded by a given 
positive constant. Finally, we construct a linear time algorithm for finding the k-cable 
diameter (i.e., length of a longest k-cable) in a k-tree having equal edge weights. 
2. Definitions and preliminaries 
A graph G with vertex set V and edge set E will be denoted G. = (V, E). A partial 
graph of G contains all its vertices and a subset of its edges, whereas a subgraph of 
G has a subset of both edges and vertices of G. We denote by G(V’), V’ z V, 
a subgraph of G induced by V’. A k-clique is defined to be a set of k pairwise adjacent 
vertices (it is not a clique in the standard graph terminology, i.e., a maximal com- 
pletely connected subgraph). 
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For any vertex o E V, the neighborhood of u is defined as the set of all vertices adjacent 
to v and denoted by Adj(v). The degree of a vertex v is the cardinality of its neighbor- 
hood. A set of nodes S is a separator of a connected graph G = (V, E) if the subgraph 
G( V/I S) induced by VI S has two or more connected components. A path from v0 to v,, 
p(v,, II,), in the directed graph G = (V, E), is a sequence of the form (vO, et, ul, 
e2, . . , v,_ r, e,, v,) where v,,, v1 , . . . , v, are vertices and e, , e2, . . . , e, are directed edges, such 
thatei=(vi_l,vi)fori=1,2 ,..., t. The path p is simple if all the vertices in p are distinct. 
A k-tree can be recursively generated as follows: the k-clique is a k-tree, and any 
k-tree of more than k vertices can be constructed by adding a new vertex and k new 
edges connecting it to all vertices of some k-clique of a smaller k-tree. Partial k-trees 
are partial graphs of k-trees. The recursive definition of k-trees implies that a k-tree 
G = (V, E) (with 1 VI 2 k + 1) has at least two vertices, called k-leaves, of degree k, with 
completely connected neighbors. The graph obtained by removing a k-leaf v and its 
incident edges from a k-tree is a k-tree. This defines a reduction process for k-trees, and 
such a reduction process is complete when it ends up with some k-clique, R, the root of 
the reduction process. 
A reduction sequence can be thought of as giving an orientation to a k-tree (Arnborg 
and Proskurowski [3]) where vertices are made descendants of k-cliques. Namely, if K 
is a k-clique, then v is a descendant of K in a given reduction sequence if and only if when 
v was removed, each vertex of Adj(v) was either a member of K or a descendant of it. 
The class of partial k-trees is closely related to the class of graphs with bounded 
treewidth (defined below), which was introduced by Robertson and Seymour [20]. 
A tree decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a pair ({Xi: i E I}, T = (I, F)), where 
{Xi: i E Z} is a family of subsets of V and T is a tree with the following properties: (i) 
uler Xi = V, (ii) for every edge e = (v, w) E E, there is an i E I with u E Xi and w E Xi, 
(iii) for all i,j, k E I, ifj lies on the path between i and k in T, then Xi n Xk & Xj. The 
treewidth of a tree decomposition ({Xi: i E I}, r) is max,. ,]Xil - 1. The treewidth of 
G, denoted by treewidth( is the minimum treewidth of a tree decomposition of G, 
taken over all possible tree decompositions of G. A graph G is a partial k-tree if and 
only if its treewidth is at most k (Bodlaender [S]). 
Recall that a partial k-tree is a graph which is embeddable in a k-tree with the same 
vertex set. Arnborg et al. [2] have shown that the embedding problem of a partial 
k-tree into a k-tree is NP-hard for arbitrary k, but it can be solved in O(nk+‘) time for 
a fixed k. Bodlaender [ 161 improved their result and showed that the recognition and 
embedding of a partial k-tree, when k is fixed, can be done in 0(n2). For partial 2-trees 
and partial 3-trees the recognition and embedding problems have been solved in linear 
time by Wald and Colbourn [22] and Matousek and Thomas [17], respectively. 
3. Path distance optimization problems in partial k-trees 
Let G = (V, E) be a weighed partial k-tree with I VI = n, such that each (directed) 
edge e E E has a “length” (weight) w(e) 2 0 and let ({Xi: i E I}, T = (I, F)) be a given 
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tree decomposition of G with treewidth k. For each pair of vertices u and c’ in V 
define the path distance, d(u, r), to be the length of a shortest simple directed path 
from u to 0. 
We use in this section a reduction process of a partial k-tree, that is a slight 
modification of the reduction process of a k-tree, in order to develop a linear time 
algorithm for the single source shortest paths problem in partial k-trees. Let c’ E V be 
a vertex of a partial k-tree G = (V, E), whose degree does not exceed k. We will denote 
by G’ = G’( VI r;; Adj(v)) the graph derived from the subgraph of G induced by VI {II] 
by augmenting it with all edges between pairs of nodes in Adj(u), if they are missing 
therein. If G’( VI u; Adj(v)) is a partial k-tree, then 1; is called a partial k-leqf’of a partial 
k-tree G. The above operation in which we derive G’( VI ~1; Adj (0)) from G = ( V, E) will 
be referred to as the elimination of a partial k-leaf 11. 
Observe that since every k-tree has at least two k-leaves then every partial k-tree has 
at least two partial k-leaves. Moreover, repeated elimination of partial k-leaves 
determines a tree decomposition with nodes corresponding to vertex sets consisting of 
each leaf and its neighbors. 
3.1. Single source shortest paths problem 
Let L’ be a partial k-leaf of a connected weighted partial k-tree G = (V, E). Let 
(V’, E’) = G’( VI v; Adj(u)) be the weighted partial k-tree derived from G after eliminat- 
ing a partial k-leaf L’ of G and whose edge weights, w’(e), e E E’ have been modified as 
follows: 
w’((i, j)) = 
n-tin (w((i,j)), w((i, 0)) + w((t’, j))) for i, j E Adj(c), 
4(U)) otherwise. 
(1) 
Further, let d’(i, j) denote the length of a shortest simple directed path from node i to 
j in G’. 
Lemma 3.1. d’(i, j) = d(i, j)for all i,,j 6 V’. 
Proof. Let i, j E V’ and assume, on the contrary that d’(i,j) = w’(pij) < d(i, j) = w(pij), 
where Pij and pij are shortest directed simple paths from i toj in G’ and G, respectively, 
and W’(pij) and w(pij) are their corresponding weights. Let A = {(u, w) E plj: 
w’((u, w)) < w((u, r~))}. Clearly, I Al 2 1. If IA / = 1 then A = {(u, w)S for some 
U, w E Adj(r). Then, by replacing (u, w) in p:.j by (u, t.) and (~1, M’) we obtain the simple 
directed path PI; in G for which w’(pij) = w(prj) < w(pij), contradicting the optimality 
of pij in G. SO, we must have that IA I 2 2. Let (ur, w,) and (u,, w_,) be in A, such that 
w1 and u2 are not necessarily distinct. Then, upon replacing (ut, w,) and (u2, wz) by 
(~1, u), (u, w,), and (uz, D), (II, w2) in p:j, we obtain a directed path (not simple), p& in 
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G such that W(pyj) < W(pij). Clearly, pt) contains a cycle, C, in G which contains node 
0. Since we assumed that all weights, w(e), in G are nonnegative, upon the removal of 
C from PII we will obtain a simple path pij in G satisfying w(pij) < w(pij). This 
contradicts the optimality of pij, and the proof is complete. 0 
Given a tree decomposition of a partial k-tree G = (V, E), Lemma 3.1 can be used to 
construct a linear time algorithm for solving the single source shortest paths (SSSP) 
problem in G, which is concerned with finding shortest paths from some designated 
source node s in V to all other nodes therein, as well as distances from all u E V to s. 
For simplicity of presentation, we will only be concerned with shortest paths from s to 
all other vertices c’ E V. 
An algorithm for solving the SSSP problem in partial k-trees. The algorithm has two 
phases. 
Phase 1. Using the given tree decomposition of the k-tree G we successively 
“eliminate” partial k-leaves from the partial k-tree G, while updating the tree de- 
composition accordingly and modifying the weights of the remaining edges using (1). 
(Since a partial k-tree has at least two partial k-leaves, we can always avoid the 
elimination of the source node s.) The elimination of partial k-leaves is continued until 
we reach the root, Gk = (vk, Ek), of this elimination process, which is a complete graph 
having at most k vertices containing vertex s. 
Next, we solve the SSSP problem in Gk, whose edge weights were derived by 
successively modifying the edge weights using (1). This can be done in O(k’) elemen- 
tary operations, which is constant for a fixed k. Let d^(s, u), u E Vk, be the weight of 
a shortest path from s to u in Gk. By Lemma 3.1, d^(s, u) = d(s, u) for all u E Vk, where 
d(s, u) is the weight of a shortest path from s to u in G. 
Phase 2. Let u be the last partial k-leaf to be eliminated in Phase 1 and consider the 
partial k-tree graph Gk obtained by augmenting Gk with L’ and all its incident edges 
(a, u), u E Adj(c), that were removed when the partial k-leaf u was eliminated. Let the 
edge weights, W(i,j), in Gk be such that (i) for all (i,j) E Ek, W(i,j) coincides with the 
weight of (i,j) in Gk, and (ii) for all (u, II), u E Adj(u), W(u, 2;) is the weight of edge (u, V) 
just before it was eliminated in Phase 1. Now, if d(s, u) is the weight of a shortest path 
from s to u in Gk then d(s, u) = min{d(s, u) + W(u, u): u E Adj(u)}. Moreover, by 
Lemma 3.1, d(s, u) = d(s, u) and d(s, u) = d(s, u) for u E Adj(o), which implies 
d(s, u) = min{d(s, u) + W(u, u): u E Adj(c)}. (2) 
Thus, by successively adding partial k-leaves in the reverse order to which they were 
eliminated in Phase 1, and by calculating the weights of shortest paths using (2) we 
solve the SSSP problem in G. 
The linear complexity of the above algorithm follows from the fact that Phases 1 
and 2 have linear number of steps, modifying the tree decomposition in Phase 1 takes 
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linear time and each calculation of shortest path weights done in either Phase 1 or 
Phase 2 can be performed in constant time. 
3.2. Diameter qf a partial k-tree 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. The eccentricity of u, u E k’, is ccc(u) = 
max{d(u, v): v E V}. The diameter of G is D = max{ecc(u): u E V}. We will next 
develop a linear time algorithm for computing the diameter of a partial k-tree 
G = (V, E) with equal edge lengths. Farley and Proskurowski [lo] studied a similar 
problem on outerplanar graphs. 
We assume that ({Xi: i E I}, T= (I, F)) is a given tree decomposition of G with 
treewidth not exceeding k. The algorithm will follow the reduction process on a partial 
k-tree G which is similar to the one used in Section 3.1. In each step of the reduction 
process we will eliminate a partial k-leaf L’ and its adjacent edges. By contrast with the 
reduction process used in Section 3.1, the elimination of a partial k-leaf v in the 
diameter problem will not include addition of edges between pairs of nodes in Adj(u) if 
they are missing therein. Let K be a subset of vertices with lK[ I k. We say that v is 
a descendant of K in the above reduction process if and only if when v was eliminated, 
each vertex of Adj(v) was either a member of K or a descendant of K, or a descendant 
of some subset of K. 
We need to introduce some notation. We denote by et?(u) the eccentricity of U, 
u E K, in the subgraph of G induced by K and all the descendant vertices of K, D(K), in 
the reduction process followed by the algorithm. Further, for u E K let K, = 
{xED(K)uK: d(u,x)ld(y,x) for all y~Kf and I?,=(xED(K)uK: 
d(u, x) < d(y, x) for all y E K}. Let EC”(u) and G”(u) denote, respectively, the length 
of a longest shortest path from u E K to some vertex in l?, and E,. For a subset of 
vertices K and u E K, iff E”(u) is attained for some p E K u D(K) (i.e., 
E”(u) = d(u, p)) we let b(K,) = {z E K: d(z, p) = d(u, p)}. 
The algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase we will follow a reduction 
process of the partial k-tree G. In each step of the first phase we eliminate a partial 
k-leaf L’ and compute eccAdjCC)(u), eCCAdj@‘)(u), &‘(Adj(v),) and eccAdj@‘)(u) for all 
u E Adj(v). We perform the reduction steps until we reach the root R (subset of vertices 
with cardinality k) of the reduction process. In the last step of the first phase we have 
eccR(u) = ccc(u), for all u E R. 
Let v be the partial k-leaf which is currently being eliminated in the reduction 
process followed by the algorithm and let Adj(u) = {ur, u2, . . . . Q). I I k, be the set of 
neighbors of the partial k-leaf v. 
For all subsets of K of Adj( ) 2; u v o cardinality not exceeding k, which were not { $ f 
previously considered by the algorithm we set ccc”(u) = 0, E”(u) = 0, E”(u) = 0 
and b(K,) = 0 for all u E K. After the elimination of v we compute the eccentricities, 
E*dj Cc) (ui), G*dj(‘.‘)(ui), ecc*dj(v) (ui) and b(Adj(v),,) for i = 1, . . . , 1, as follows: 
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eccAdj(‘)(Ui) = max{ {E?(Ui): K g Adj(u) u {v}, 1 K ( I k and Ui E K}, 
{EK(ui): K z Adj(u) u (u}, llyl I k 
and d(K,,) = (0, ui}j }, (34 
Fc*~~‘“)(u~) = max{ {eCCK(Ui): K c Adj(v) u {u), ) K I I k and Ui E Kf, 
(E”(u) + 1: K c Adj(u) u {u} 
and ui $ K and UEK}), (3b) 
I 
d(K,,) n Acti( if the max in (3b) is attained 
&(Adj(z:)J = for some K such that ui E K, (3c) 
Adj(u), otherwise, 
cccAdj(“‘(ui) = max { {ec?(Ui): K G Adj(u) u {u}, I K I I k and pi E K}, 
{E?(x) + 6,: K c Adj(v) u {u), x E K 
where 6, = 1 if there exists an edge (ui, z) in G for some z E &(K,) and 6, = 2 
otherwise. 
In the second phase we initially set D = max{ecc(u): u E R) and follow the reduction 
process in the reverse order. Let u be a vertex currently being added according to the 
reverse order. For a subset K of Adj(u) and all u E K, we let Kc;(u) and E:(u) denote, 
respectively, the length of a longest shortest path from u E K to some vertex in the 
set Kf = {x: x E VI{ U(D(K) u K): K’ c Adj(u} u {u}, lI?I I k and UE~} and 
d(u, x) I d(y, x) for all yeK} and Kf = {x: XE VI u(D(E) u Z?): K” G Adj {u$ u (v), 
If? I k and u E K”} and d(u, x) < d( y, x) for all y E K }. At each step we add a vertex L’, 
compute the exact eccentricity of u in G, ccc(u), and update D as follows: 
ccc(u) = max{{ecck(u): K G Adj(u} u {u}, C’EK and llyl I k), 
and 
{EEL + 1: K G Adj(v)}} (4) 
D = max{D, ccc(u)}. (5) 
Further, in each step of the second phase we also update the eccentricities EC:(u) and 
E;(U), for all u E K and all subsets of Adj(u) u {r}. This can be done similarly to the 
recursions in (3a)-(3d), with the aid of some extra bookkeeping done in Phase 1. For 
the benefit of brevity, we omit the details. 
At the end of the second phase we have computed the diameter, D, of the partial 
k-tree G. Since the reduction process has n - k steps and, for a fixed k, each step 
requires a constant time, the total time required to compute D is O(n). 
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Finally, observe that in the above algorithm we compute the eccentrities of all the 
vertices in Vin linear time. It follows therefore that in a partial k-tree G we can also 
find in linear time a set of vertices with the smallest eccentricity. Such a set is called 
a vertex center of G. 
3.3. Simple plant location (SPL) problem on partial k-trees 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected weighted graph, with / VI = n, in which each edge 
e, e E E, is assumed to have a length w(e) 2 0. Further, each vertex 2: in Vis associated 
with a fixed cost, c,, to open a facility at r, and a transportation cost s,.(d(o, .)) 
which is a nondecreasing function of the distance, d(v, .), from node v. Each vertex 
is viewed as both a potential facility site as well as a customer. The simple plant 
location (SPL) problem, defined with respect to G, is concerned with the location of 
facilities at vertices in G so as to minimize the sum of the set up costs and the 
transportation costs. 
Formally, the SPL problem seeks a subset of vertices F, FE V, that minimizes 
CrtFc,. + 1, t v g,(d(r+ F)), where d(v, F) = min,,,d(v,f). For general graphs, the 
SPL problem is known to be NP-hard. However, Kolen and Tamir [16] developed an 
O(n’) time algorithm to solve the SPL problem on tree networks and Hassin and 
Tamir Cl.51 constructed an O(n4) time algorithm to solve this problem on series 
parallel graphs. The purpose of this section is to develop an algorithm that solves the 
SPL problem on a partial k-tree graph in O(nk+’ ) elementary operations. Thus, for 
a fixed k our algorithm is polynomial in the number of nodes, n, of G. 
Recall that the embedding of a partial k-tree into a k-tree, for a fixed k, can 
be done in O(nk+’ ) time, as shown by Arnborg et al. [2]. Therefore, since the 
addition of edges with infinite length would not affect the solution to the SPL 
problem, we will assume in the sequel that the partial k-tree graph has been completed 
into a k-tree. 
Our algorithm follows a reduction processes of a k-tree G. Accordingly, let K be 
some k-clique with a vertex set V(K) = (ul, u2, . . ..uk}. We will denote by 
h(K,f, ,,f2, . ...,&) the maximal value of the objective function of the SPL problem 
restricted to the subgraph G(D(K) u V(K)) of G, induced by V(K) and all the 
descendants of the k-clique K in the reduction process followed by the algorithm, with 
the stipulation that ui is served by.fi for i = 1,2, . . . . k, and A can be any node in G. 
Thus, the maximal value of the objective function of the SPL problem on G is given by 
min I k(R,fi J2, . . . . fk): .J E V, i = 1, 2, . . . . k), where R is the root of the reduction 
process followed by our algorithm. 
An algorithm for solving the SPL problem on a k-tree. Suppose that v is the k-leaf 
which is currently being eliminated in the reduction process followed by the algo- 
rithm. Let Adj(v) = {pi, . . . . uk} and denote by Kj the “side” k-clique whose vertex set 
is I’(Kj) = Adj(v) u {v) 1 (ujj, j = 1, . . . . k. Let K, be the k-clique whose node set is 
Adj(u). 
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For any side k-clique Kj which was not previously considered, the algorithm first 
finds the optimal values h(Kj,fr, . . . . fk) for allfie V, i= l,..., k. If we denote by 
{j t, . . . , jk} the node set of V(Kj), then it is easy to verify that for all (fr, . . . &),A E V, 
i = 1,. .., k, and side k-clique Kj not previously considered 
h(Kj3.f 13 .. ..fk) = i: CJ, + i: 6Ij,(d(ji~.t)) - i Cf;(t(fi’) - IX (6) 
i=l i=l i=l 
where5 is the facility serving ji, {r;, . . . ,,j$} is the set of all distinct ,fs appearing in 
(fl ,f2, . . ..j& and t(fi) denotes the number of instances that f’( appears in 
(f;>f2> . ..Jd 
Next, we solve the SPL problem associated with the k-clique K,. As it is shown 
below, the optimal value of the SPL problem, h(K,,f,, . . ..fk). can be expressed in 
terms of the optimal values of the SPL problems associated with the side k-cliques 
Kj, j = I, . . . . k. First, we need to introduce the following notation. Let F = (fl, . . . . fk). 
For a side k-clique Kj we will denote by h(Kj, (Fj, s)) the maximal value of the 
objective function of the SPL problem associated with Kj in which Ui is served by 
A, ui E V(Kj), and v is served by s. Then, one can verify that for all (f;, . ..&).fi E V, 
i=l , . . . , k, the following recursion holds: 
h(K,.>.fr> . ..>I2 
= min h(K,,fl, . . ..fk) + i h(Kj, (Fj, s)) 
j=l 
- (k - l)y,(d(v, s)) - c,@,(k - 1) + 6,) 
- 63 
[ 
ii1 (k - 2)gtdC(d(ui,.A)) 
+ iilc,: (64, i (k - 1) + (1 - 64, i)(k - 2)) 1 
- (1 - 6,) f,(k - l)gu,(d(ui>.L)) i=l 
+ tcf;(d.+,i k + (1 - 6,,i)(k - 1)) : 
i=l 1 
SE 6 D(Kj) U {V} u (fl3 . ..Jc} > 
j=l I 
(7) 
where d1 = 1 ifs $ (jr’,...&,} an d zero otherwise, ~3~ = 1 if s = fi E {Jr’, . ...1;’ } and 
t(fi) = 1 and zero otherwise, 6, = 1 if h(K L’,, f 1, . . . . fk) = 0 (i.e., K, was not previously 
encountered by the algorithm) and zero otherwise, and S4,i = 1 if t(fi) > 1 and zero 
otherwise, i E { 1, . . . . k’). The set {f;, . . . . f;, > and t(f!), i = 1, . . . . k’, have the same 
meaning as in (7) and D(K) denotes the set of descendant nodes of the k-clique K. 
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The algorithm will terminate after n - k steps with an optimal value to the SPL 
problem, h(R), given by h(R) = min(h(R,f,, . . . . .1;,):fi E V, i = 1, . . . . k), where R is the 
root of the reduction process followed by the algorithm. 
Proposition 3.2. The dove algorithm solves the SPL problem on u partial k-tree graph 
in O(nk + ‘) elementary operations. 
Proof. The embedding of a partial k-tree into a k-tree requires O(nk+‘) time. The 
computation of distances between all pairs of nodes requires O(n’) time, using the 
algorithm developed for the SSSP problem. We assume that the computation of 
y,,(d(v, x)), for a given x, requires constant time. Further, in each step of the algorithm 
we need, in the worst case, O(knk) time to compute h(Kj, . ..). using (7), for all side 
k-cliques that were not previously considered by the algorithm. It takes O(nk+‘) time 
to compute h(K,, . ..) using (8). Hence, the total time to solve the SPL problem on 
a partial k-tree is bounded by O(nkf2) + O(n’) + (n - k)(O(knk) + O(n”+‘)) = 
0(nk+2). 0 
4. A k-cable distance in k-trees: decomposition and k-cable diameter 
Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree in which all the edge weights are equal to one. We 
develop in this section an 0(n2) time algorithm to find a decomposition of V into 
a minimum number of components, such that the k-cable distance, to be defined 
below, between any pair of nodes in any of these components does not exceed 
a positive integer constant. Additionally, we construct in this section a linear time 
algorithm to find a longest k-cable of G. Farley et al. [9] studied a problem which is 
similar to our decomposition problem on trees using usual path distances. 
First, we need to introduce some new definitions and notation. The k-cable, C(u, v), 
denotes a collection of k vertex disjoint paths between vertices u and u in a k- 
connected graph. By contrast with Proskurowski [19], who defined the length of 
a k-cable to be the length of the longest path therein, we define the length of the k-cable 
C(u, c), W(C(u, u)), to be the sum of the distances of the k paths in C(u, v), and the 
k-cable distance, d,(u, u), between vertices u and u is the length of a shortest k-cable 
between these two vertices. That is, d,(u, c) = min ( W(C(u, r)): C(u, v) E V?(u, u)), 
where %?(u, L’) is the collection of all k-cables between u and v. 
Let us first recall Proskurowski’s 1191 notion of a k-path, which plays a major role 
in the analysis of our decomposition problem. 
Definition 4.1 (Proskurowski [19]). A k-path is an alternating sequence, KP, of 
distinct k and k + 1 complete subgraphs KP = (Q1, T,, Q2, T,, . . . . T,,, Q,,), starting 
and ending with a k-clique and such that Ti contains exactly the two distinct k- 
complete subgraphs Qi_ 1 and Qi. 
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It was shown by Proskurowski [19] that in a k-tree, the vertices of the minimal 
subgraphs separating two nonadjacent vertices induce a k-path. It turns out that 
k-paths in a k-tree induce shortest k-cables. Indeed, 
Proposition 4.2. The k-cable distance between two nonadjacent vertices u and v in 
a k-tree G with edge lengths equal to one is equal to the length, W(C(u, v)), of‘the k-cable 
C(u, v) induced by the vertices of the unique minimal k-path between u and v. Moreover, if 
u and v are not adjacent then d,(u, v) = 2k + t where t is the number of (k + 1)-cliques 
appearing in the unique k-path between u and v in G. (Observe that the number qf 
(k + 1)-cliques in C(u, v) may be zero). 
Proof. Let C(u, v) be the k-cable induced by the k-path KP(u, v) = 
(Qi, Tz, Q2, . . . . T,, Q,,), between u and v, and let C’(u, v) be any other k-cable 
between u and v. By [19, Theorem 3.21, each path p’ of C’(U, v) contains all the vertices 
of some path p in C(u, v), implying the minimality of W(C(u, v)). The construction of 
the k-path implies that each one of the (k + 1)-cliques Ti in KP(u, v) contains exactly 
one edge that belongs to the k-cable C(u, v). The remaining edges in C(u, v) are 
hi),iEQ1, and (j, v), j E Qn. The proof follows since Q1 and Qn are k-cliques. 0 
We will refer to a subgraph of a k-tree of G which is itself a k-tree as a sub-k-tree. 
Next, we prove that any subgraph of a k-tree G induced by the set of vertices whose 
k-cable distance from a given vertex does not exceed a positive constant is a sub-k-tree 
of G. 
Proposition 4.3. Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree with unit edge weights, let q be a positive 
integer and for any vi E V let Vi = {V E V: d,(vi, V) I q}. Then, the subgraphs G( Vi) of 
G induced by Vi, vi E V, are sub-k-trees qf G. 
Proof. Choose V E Vi such that d,(vi, 6) = max,.. v ,d,(vi, v) = m. Then, there exists 
a unique k-path KP(vi, U), KP(vi, 6) = (Qo, T1, Q1, Tz, . . . . T,, Q,), between vi and 
V which determines a k-cable C(Vi, 6) of length m. Let Q, be the k-clique adjacent to 6 in 
the k-path KP(vi, 6). Clearly, d,(v,, vi) < m for all v, E Q1 and thus the vertex set of Ql is 
contained in Vi. It is easy to see that any other vertex 8 adjacent to V, if it exists, would 
have d,(vi, fi) > m. Thus, node 6 is a k-leaf in G( vi). By eliminating 1, and repeating the 
above procedure we construct a reduction process for G(Vi), implying that it is 
a k-tree. 0 
Finally, we need to establish a Helly property of the collection of k-cliques and 
(k + 1)-cliques of sub-k-trees of a given k-tree. For that purpose, recall that a reduc- 
tion process in a k-tree G induces a descendancy relation of nodes with respect to 
k-cliques in G. Such a relation can be extended to a descendancy relation among 
k-cliques and (k + 1)-cliques in G. For example, if Ki and Kj are two k-cliques 
(respectively, (k + 1)-cliques) in G, then Ki is said to be a descendant of Kj if every 
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node that is either contained in Ki or is a descendant of Ki (respectively, some 
k-clique in Ki) is also either contained in Kj or is a descendant of Kj (respectively, 
descendant of some k-clique in Kj) with respect to the reduction process. Such 
a descendancy relation in G can be used to index, separately, all k-cliques and all 
(k + 1)-cliques in G. Let the index of a k-clique (respectively, (k + 1)-clique) Ki be 
smaller than the index of a k-clique (respectively, (k + 1)-clique) Kj if Ki is a descend- 
ant of Kj. 
Now, let G( Vi) and G( Vj) be two sub-k-trees of G with a corresponding collection of 
k-cliques (respectively, (k + I)-cliques) pi and ~j (respectively, Xi and A?>), respec- 
tively. Further, given a reduction process, let K,, and K,, be the k-cliques (respectively, 
(k + I)-cliques) having the highest indices, ri and rj, in Xi and Xj (respectively, 
Xi and Xi), respectively, and assume that ri I Yj. Then, it is easy to verify that 
pi n ~j # 0 (respectively, Xi n 3”; # 8) if and only if Krz E Xj (respectively, 
K,, E X;). This result can be used to establish the Helly property of a set of collections 
of k-cliques and (k + 1)-cliques of sub-k-trees of a given k-tree, as follows: 
Proposition 4.4. Let G,, . . . , G, he a collection of sub-k-trees of‘ G with an associated 
collections of’k-cliques ((k + 1)-cliques) X = {X,, . . ..X.,,) and X’ = {SC\, . . . ,Xh}, 
respectively. Then, X and Xx’ have the Helly property. That is, if Xi n Xj # 8 
(respectively, Xi n 3”; # 8) for all i and j, then ny= IXi # 8 (respectively, 
n:= ,542 z 0). 
Proof. Let K,, (respectively, Ki,) be the k-clique (respectively, (k + 1)-clique) with the 
highest index in I (respectively, Xi) and assume, without loss of generality, that 
r1 5 rj for all j. Since X1 n Xj # 8 (respectively, Xi n Xi # 0) for all j we have 
K,, E Xj (respectively, K& E X;) for all j. 0 
4.1. A k-cable decomposition of’ a k-tree 
We will next present an alternative characterization of a k-path which will be used 
later in the analysis of the k-cable decomposition problem. Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree 
and let X (respectively, X’) denote the collection of all k-cliques (respectively, 
(k + I)-cliques) in G. For a k-clique or (k + 1)-clique A denote by V(A) the set of 
vertices in A. Then, for a vertex VE V, Q E X and Q’ E Xx’ we let 
d,(F, Q) = max,.. .,,,d,(fi, v) and d,(C, Q’) = max,.. ,,,o,,d,(fi, v) denote the cable distance 
between 17 and Q, and 2: and Q’ respectively, in G. Further, for each pair vi, Uj E V we 
define a partial order on X, (Y, I ,,,j) as follows: for Qr and Q2 in X, Qr I~,~,,Q~ if 
and only if d,(vi, Qr) I d,(vi, Q2) and d,(vj, Q1) 5 d,(vj, Qz); further, Qr c~,“,QI if 
Qr <U,Uj Qz and at least one of the two inequalities is satisfied as a strict inequality. 
Similarly, we can define the partial orders (X”, <rili,) on X’ for all pairs Vi, UjE V. 
Definition 4.5. The extended k-path between nodes vi and vi, 
@(vi, Vi) = (Tl, Q1, T,, Q2, . . . . T,,, Qn, T,+ I), is the k-path KP(vi, vj) extended 
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with the two (k + 1)-cliques T, and T,,+I, where V(T,) = {vi} u V(Q1) and 
v(Tn+i) = {Vj} ” V(Qn). 
Proposition 4.6. The extended k-path Kr(vi, vj) = (T,, Q1, . . . ,Q,,, T,, 1) between 
nodes vi and vi in a k-tree graph G = (V, E) consists of all minimal k- and (k + 1)-cliques 
of G with respect the partial orders (X, I U,Cj) and (X’, I U,uj), respectively. 
Proof. We first show that any (k + 1)-clique that is not contained in @(vi, vj) is not 
minimal with respect to (X’, I~~~,). Let M be a (k + 1)-clique which is not in 
K^p(Vi, vj), and let x be a vertex in M such that d,(vi, x) = d,(vi, M). Observe that x is 
not a vertex of any (k + I)-clique in ~(Vi, Vj). NOW, if K^p(Vi, Vi) and @(vi, X) have 
no (k + I)-cliques in common then it is easy to see that T1 c~,~, M. Otherwise, let 
Tp be the (k + 1)-clique in Krjj(Vi, Uj) with the highest index such that T,is in K^p(Ui, x). 
Then, d,(vj, X) 2 d,(vj, T,), implying that T,, < rCcj M. 
Next, we will show that every (k + 1)-clique Tin @(vi, vj) is minimal. Assume, on 
the contrary, that there exists a (k + 1)-clique M such that M < L’ivj T. By definition, it 
follows that M cannot be in K^p(Ui, “j). Moreover, by the above there exists a (k + l)- 
clique Tp E ~(vi, vj) such that T, < c’ic, M. Since (X”, I t’,,,) is transitive, that would 
imply T, < li,lij T, which is impossible. 
Next, we will show that every k-clique which is not in @(vi, vj) is not minimal. So, 
let M be a k-clique not contained in K^p(Vi, Vi), and let vertices x1 and x9 M be such 
that d,(vi, ~1) = d,(vi, M) and d,(vj, ~2) = d,(vj, M). If Kr(Vi, ~1) and KP(vi, vj) have 
no k-cliques in common then Qi < c‘,L’j M. Otherwise, we need to distinguish between 
two subcases. 
In subcase 1, xi is not a vertex of any k-clique in K^p(vi, uj). Then, there exists 
a k-clique, Q,, not necessarily contained in @(vi, vj) but which is a k-clique of some 
(k + I)-clique, Tr, of @(vi, Vj), such that Q, is both a Ui - xi separator and a vj - x2 
separator. Then, Q, < L‘,c, M. 
In subcase 2, xi and, in fact, all vertices of M are vertices of some k-cliques in 
@(vi, Uj). Then, M is a k-clique of some (k + 1)-clique, T,, in @(vi, vj). Moreover, 
d,(vi, ~1) = d,(vi, T,) and d,(vj, ~2) = dc(vj, T,). Then, it is easy to see that Q, < U,c’, M, 
where Q, = TJ{xl}. 
Finally, we show that every Q in K^p(Vi, Vj) is minimal with respect to (X, L”,~,). 
Assume that there exists a k-clique M such that MzGia, Q. Clearly, M is not in 
@(vi, Uj). By the above there exists a k-clique Q, in KP(vi, vi) such that Q, < vivj M. 
Then, transitivity of (Xx, I UiVj) implies that Q, < U,Uj Q, which is impossible. 0 
The characterization of an extended k-path, given by Proposition 4.6, and the Helly 
property of collections of k-cliques and (k + 1)-cliques, proved in Proposition 4.4, are 
used to prove Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 below. 
Theorem 4.7. Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree, V = {vI, v2, . . . , v,,}, n 2 k + 1, and let R be 
an even integer, R 2 2k. For each vi E V let G( Vi) be the sub-k-tree of G induced by 
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Vi = {v E VI d,(~, ui) I R/2 + k - l}> with an associated collection, pi, of k-cliques. 
Then, nlelXi # 8, I s (1, 2, . . . . n}, zf and only tf d,(vi, vj) I R for all pairs i, j E I. 
Proof. Suppose that n,er Xi # 0. Then, it follows from Proposition 4.6 that for any 
pair i, j E I there exists a k-clique Q, in the k-path KP(ui, vj) which is in Xi n Xj. By 
definition Of G( Vi) we have that d,(ui, Qt) I R/2 + k - 1 and d,(uj, Qt) I R/2 + k - 1. 
Now, the k-clique Qi separates the cable C(vi, vj), induced by KP(ui, Uj), into two 
components (sides) C(Vi, Uj; Ql) and C(Vj, vi; Ql), containing Vi and Uj, respectively, 
such that d,(vi, uj) = W(C(ui, vj; Qt)) + W(C(vj, vi; QI)), where W(C(Vi, Uj; Qr)) and 
W(C(uj, Vi; QI)) denote the total length of the paths in C(ui, Uj) which are in the 
components C(vi, Uj; QI) and C(Uj, Vi; Ql), respectively. From Proposition 4.2 it 
follows that W(C(Ui, Uj; Ql)) I R/2 and W(C(rj, vi; Ql)) I R/2, implying that 
d,(ri, uj) = I+‘(C(ui, vj; Ql)) + W(C(uj, vi; Ql)) I R. 
Next, assume that for any pair i, j E I, dc(vi, uj) I R. Then, let Q, be a k-clique in 
KP(u,, uj) satisfying d,(ui, Qt) = R/2 + k - 1. If no such k-clique exists then all the 
k-cliques in KP(ui, uj) are in pi n ~j. If KP(ui, vj) does not contain a k-clique then 
vi and vj are adjacent and the k-clique containing Vi and Uj is in Xi n %‘“j. Otherwise, 
by Proposition 4.2, W(C(vi, Vj; Ql)) = R/2, implying that W(C(uj, Vi; Ql)) I R/2. 
Therefore, again by Proposition 4.2, d,(uj, Qt) I R/2 + k - 1. Thus, Qi E Xi A -Xj, 
and by the Helly property of the collections pi we have that nit/Xi # 8. 0 
Theorem 4.8. Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree, V = {ul, v2, . . . . v,}, n 2 k + 1, and let R be an 
odd positive integer, R 2 2k - 1. For each vi E V let G( Vi) be the sub-k-tree of G induced 
by Vi = {u E VI d,(v, vi) I LR/2J + k}, where La J is the largest integer not greater than 
a, and let Xi be the collection of (k + l)-cliques in G( Vi). Then, nzr ,X; # 0, 
I G {l, 2, . ..) n], if and only if d,(vi, vj) I R,for all pairs i, j E I. 
Proof. Suppose that n_, -Xl # 0. Then, it follows from Proposition 4.6 that for any 
pair i, j E I there exists a (k + 1)-clique Tt in KP(ui, vj) such that Tt E Xi n XXJ. 
Let QI and Qltl be the k-cliques in KP(ui, vi) that induce T,. Clearly, 
d,(tli, QI) I LR/2J + k - 1 and thus, W(C(ri, aj; Ql)) S LRPJ. Similarly, 
d,(uj, Qt+l) I LR/2 J + k - 1, which implies that W(C(Uj, Vi; Qr+i)) I LR/2J. Thus, 
d,(ui, Uj) = W(C(vt, vj; Qt)) + W(C(vj, vi; Qt+ 1)) + 1 I LR/2 J + LR/2 J + 1 = R. 
Next, assume that for every pair i, jtz I, d,(vi, vj) I R. Let Tt be a (k + 1)-clique in 
KP(Vi, uj) satisfying dc(ui, Tt) < LR/2 J + k. If no such (k + 1)-clique exists then all 
(k + 1)-cliques in @(vi, vj) are in Xi n Xi. If K^p(Ui, vj) does not contain a (k + l)- 
clique then Ui and Uj are adjacent and the (k + 1)-clique containing vi and Uj is in 
Xi n Yi. Otherwise, T, EX~. Suppose Tt is induced by the k-cliques Qr and Q,+ 1 in 
KP(vi, vj). Then, W(C(vi, uj; Ql+l)) = LR/2 J + 1. Therefore, W(C(Vj, Vi; QL+ 1)) 
=R-LR/2J-l=LR/2J+l-l=LR/2J, which implies that d,(vj,Qt+1)I 
L R/2 J + k - 1. Further, d,(uj, Tt) I L R/2 J + k, implying that Tt E Xj. By the Helly 
property of the collections X; we conclude that nlc ,X; # 0. 0 
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Observe that in Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 we restrict R to be at least 2k - 1. It can be 
easily shown that if R < 2k - 1 then the only decomposition of V for our R k-cable 
distance decomposition problem coincides with the vertex set V. In general, we solve 
our R k-cable distance decomposition problem by using the properties of two clique 
intersection graphs associated with G, which are constructed as follows. If R is even 
(respectively, odd) then for each Ui E V let Gk( Vi) (respectively, Gkt ’ (Vi)) denote the 
sub-k-tree of G induced by Vi = {U E V: &(u, vi) < R/2 + k - l} (respectively, 
Vi = {u E V: d,(v, Vi) < t_R/2~ + k}). Let Xi (respectively, Xi) designate the collec- 
tion of k-cliques (respectively, (k + 1)-cliques) in Gk(Vi) (respectively, Gk”(Vi)), and 
consider the intersection graph 6” = (v, Elk) (respectively, Gk+ ’ = (c, ikf ’ )), induced 
by the sub-k-trees Gk( Vi) (respectively, Gkf ’ (Vi)), Ui E V, where P = { Ci: vi E V) and 
(I?,, i?j) E Ek (respectively, (i?i, Cj) E E -k+l)ifXinXj# 0 (respectively, Xl n XJ # 0). 
Then, using the technique of Kolen and Tamir [16], one can use the Helly property to 
demonstrate that both gk and gk+’ are chordal graphs. 
By combining Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 and the fact that G” and G”” are chordal 
graphs we can construct an 0(n2) time algorithm for generating an R k-cable distance 
decomposition of the vertex set of a k-tree. 
Theorem 4.9. The R-cable distance decomposition problem in a k-tree G = (V, E), 
1 VI = n, can be solved in O(n’) time. 
Proof. If R is even (respectively, odd) we construct the intersection graph Gk (respec- 
tively, Gkf ‘). By Theorems 4.7 and 4.8, a minimum clique cover in Gk or Gkil 
provides us with a solution to the decomposition problem. The overall complexity of 
an algorithm which generates the decomposition can be established as follows. From 
Theorem 4.7 (respectively, 4.8) it follows that for an even (respectively, odd) R, 
(pi, ~ji, E Gk (respectively, (pi, ~j) E G -k+ ‘) if and only if d,(ui, uj) 2 R. Thus, the intersec- 
tion graph Gk (respectively, Gk”) will be at hand after all cable distances, d,(ui, uj), for 
all Ui, Uj in V have been found. The k-cable distances from a vertex Ui to all other 
vertices U, u E V, can easily be computed in linear time. Indeed, we initially set 
d,(ui, U) = 2k - 1 for all u E Adj(ui). Then, we simply successively build up the k-tree 
G so that whenever a vertex u, UE V, is added to a current sub-k-tree, 
d,(ui, U) = maxU,Aq(L,jdc(ui, U) + 1. Thus, the construction of 6” (respectively, c?‘+‘) 
takes 0(n2) time. Since ck (respectively, Gk+ ’ ) is a chordal graph, its minimum clique 
cover can be found in O(n) time, see, for example, Gavril [12]. Therefore, the 
complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the construction of 5” (respectively 
Gk+‘) which takes 0(n2) time. 0 
4.2. k-cable diameter of a k-tree 
Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree, 1 V/I = n, in which all edge weights are equal to one, and 
denote by D,, D, = d,(u2, u3) = max C,,L,,E vdc(ui, uj), the k-cable diameter of G. We show 
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below that Proposition 4.2 can be naturally employed to develop a linear time 
algorithm for finding a longest k-cable and the k-cable diameter of G. 
For simplicity we will assume that G has some nonadjacent nodes. That is, 
( V( > k + 1. Then, we represent G by a unit edge weight graph TG = (Vc, E,), where 
Vc corresponds to the (k + 1)-cliques in G and zli and vj in Vc are adjacent in To if and 
only if their corresponding (k + 1)-cliques have a k-clique in common in G. Clearly, 
since G is a k-tree, TG is a tree. 
Proposition 4.10. The k-cable diameter and a longest k-cable of a k-tree G = (V, E) can 
be found in linear time. 
Proof. For two nonadjacent vertices u and u in G let us denote by p(u, v) the unique 
path in To, with length d(u, v), which is induced by the collection of (k + 1)-cliques in 
the extended k-path K^p(u, v) in G. It follows directly from Proposition 4.2 that 
d,(u, U) = 2k + d(u, v) - 1. Thus a longest k-cable in G is induced by a longest path, 
p(u, v), in T,. It is well known that a longest path in a tree can be found in linear time, 
see, e.g., Handler [ 141. Therefore, since To can be constructed in linear time, a longest 
k-cable and the k-cable diameter of a k-tree can be found in linear time. 0 
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